Predicting protein structural class by SVM with class-wise optimized features and decision probabilities.
Determination of protein structural class solely from sequence information is a challenging task. Several attempts to solve this problem using various methods can be found in literature. We present support vector machine (SVM) approach where probability-based decision is used along with class-wise optimized feature sets. This approach has two distinguishing characteristics from earlier attempts: (1) it uses class-wise optimized features and (2) decisions of different SVM classifiers are coupled with probability estimates to make the final prediction. The algorithm was tested on three datasets, containing 498 domains, 1092 domains and 5261 domains. Ten-fold external cross-validation was performed to assess the performance of the algorithm. Significantly high accuracy of 92.89% was obtained for the 498-dataset. We achieved 54.67% accuracy for the dataset with 1092 domains, which is better than the previously reported best accuracy of 53.8%. We obtained 59.43% prediction accuracy for the larger and less redundant 5261-dataset. We also investigated the advantage of using class-wise features over union of these features (conventional approach) in one-vs.-all SVM framework. Our results clearly show the advantage of using class-wise optimized features. Brief analysis of the selected class-wise features indicates their biological significance.